
ENGLISH 

  

        Instruction: You are offered the test tasks with one correct answer from five 

proposed. The selected answer should be marked on the answer sheet by 

painting the appropriate cirсle.  

 1. “ow”  is pronounced differently 

A) window 

B) show 

C) pillow 

D) town 

E) known 

 2. The right variant of the proverb 

“A friend in need is … .”  

A) a friend indeed 

B) a friend in need 

C) the friend need 

D) friend indeed 

E) the friends indeed 

 3. The correct sentence with Infinitive 

A) There had been enough time to do all the things I’d like to.  

B) There is having enough time to do all the things I’d like to.  

C) There isn’t enough time to do all the things I did liked to.  

D) There were enough time to do all the things I’d like to.  

E) There isn’t enough time to do all the things I’d like to.  

 4. Suitable preposition 

I had lunch … school.  

A) out 

B) into 

C) at 

D) down 

E) up 

 5. The correct form of the verb in the sentence 

They … out with each other for a month.  

A) have been going 

B) go 

C) has been gone 

D) have gone 

E) are going 

 6. The correct form of the verb in the sentence 

The article ……….. till the evening.  

A) had to write 

B) has be written 

C) had been writing 

D) must be write 

E) must be written 



 7. Complete the sentence  

“If he … planted the apple tree in the dark forest it wouldn’t have died”.  

A) did not 

B) will not 

C) has not 

D) have not 

E) had not 

 8. The correct sentence with Complex Subject 

The storm ….a large territory.  

A) was announced to have affected 

B) was being announced to affect 

C) is announced to affected 

D) was announced to have affect 

E) announced to have affected 

 9. The correct sentence with Complex Object 

What do you want …….? 

A) he to do 

B) she does 

C) me to do 

D) she do 

E) me to doing 

10. It is often called  the “Land of the Maple  Leaf”  

A) Brazil 

B) Kazakhstan 

C) Japan 

D) England 

E) Canada 

11. The correct sentence with Complex Subject 

They … friends.  

A) knowing to be 

B) are known to be 

C) are known to being 

D) know to be  

E) are known to been 

12. The correct form of the verbs in the sentence 

… you … after my cat while I’m away?  

A) Can, looking 

B) Could, looking 

C) Could, looked 

D) Can, have looked 

E) Could, look 



13. Complete the sentence with the correct verb form 

The room isn’t clean. I think we …….. to the manager.  

A) should complained 

B) should complaining 

C) should  be complain 

D) shouldn’t complain 

E) should complain 

14. “top dog” means  

A) a life of dull routine 

B) a mobility-assist dog 

C) a very powerful person 

D) the fastest dog 

E) the best dog 

15. The correct sentence with Complex Object 

We watched him …. the guitar.  

A) was played 

B) was playing 

C) played 

D) playing 

E) will be playing 

16. The correct word order to make a sentence 

enjoy/ everyone/ can/ art/ in the 21 century.  

A) Art can enjoy in the 21 century everyone.  

B) Everyone enjoy in the 21 century art can.  

C) In the 21 century everyone can enjoy art.  

D) In the 21 century everyone enjoy can art.  

E) In the 21 century art can enjoy everyone.  

17. The correct ending 

The school system of Canada is very much like the one in … .  

A) the USA 

B) the UK 

C) New Zealand 

D) Australia 

E) European Union 

18. The appropriate Future Tense form 

People …much longer than now.  

A) are going to live 

B) will be living 

C) will live 

D) will have lived 

E) would live 



19. The correct variant 

 My father has worked as a teacher… 1985 .  

A) during 

B) ago 

C) with 

D) since 

E) for 

20. The correct variant 

The weather is not ______ it was yesterday.  

A) more cold 

B) coldest 

C) colder 

D) as cold than 

E) as cold as 



Instruction: You are offered the test items on the base of text with one 

correct answer from five proposed ones. Read the text attentively and do the items. 

The selected answer should be marked on the answer sheet by full painting the 

appropriate circle. 

  

In 1937 the McDonald brothers, Dick and Mark, opened little restaurant in 

California. They served hot dogs and milk shakes. In 1945 they had 20 waiters. All 

the teenagers in town ate hamburgers there. When the 1948 year came they got 

paper boxes and bags for the hamburgers. They put the price down from 30 to 15 

cents. There were no more waiters — it was self-service. So it was cheaper and 

faster. 

In 1960s the McDonald's company opened hundreds of McDonald's 

restaurants all over the States. In 1971 they opened restaurants in Japan, Germany 

and Australia. 

Now the McDonald's company opens a new restaurant every 8 hours. There 

are more than 14,000 restaurants in over 70 countries. The Coca-Cola story began 

in Atlanta in 1886. John Pemberton invented a new drink. Two of the ingredients 

were the South American coca leaf and the African cola nut. Pemberton couldn't 

think of a good name for the drink. Finally, Dr. Pemberton's partner Frank 

Robinson suggested the name Coca-Cola. Thirty years later the famous Coca-Cola 

bottle design first appeared. 

For many years only Coca-Cola was made. They only introduced new drinks 

— Fanta, Sprite in the 1960s. The recipe of Coca-Cola is a secret. Today they sell 

Coca-Cola in 195countries. Hundreds of millions of people from Boston to Beijing 

drink it every day. It has the most famous trademark in the world.  

 

21. Working without waiters is…  

A) expensive  

B) self-service  

C) dangerous  

D) uncomfortable  

E) colourful  

22. The text informs us on the… of McDonald.  

A) customs  

B) ancient  

C) history  

D) ancestors  

E) foreground  

23. Appropriate title to the text  

A) The Story of California  

B) The Story of Hamburger 

C) The Story of Dr. Pemberton and Frank Robinson  

D) The Story of "McDonald's" and "Coca-Cola"  

E) The Story of Dick and Mark  



24. Dick and Mark offered …in their little restaurant.  

A) fruits and juice  

B) hamburgers and tea  

C) hot dogs and milk shakes  

D) hot dogs and coffee  

E) cakes and milk shakes  

25. McDonald brothers’ little restaurant was cheaper and faster because … .  

A) only teenagers ate hamburgers  

B) there were no paper boxes and bags  

C) there were no waiters  

D) they served only hamburgers  

E) other new drinks were sold there  

 
  



 

        Instruction: You are offered the test tasks with one or more correct 

answers from multiple choices. The selected answer should be marked on the 

answer sheet by painting the appropriate circle. 

        In the test tasks with one or more correct answers there can be up to threе 

correct answers.  

26. The preposition “at” is used for 

A) dates 

B) months 

C) the moment 

D) weekend 

E) days of the week 

F) years 

G) seasons 

H) telling the time 

27. The сorrect preposition(s) 

The pupils are busy … preparing … the exams.  

A) of, to 

B) for, to 

C) to, in 

D) in, with 

E) about, in 

F) on, for 

G) with, for 

H) at, to 

28. The proverb(s) in case “if someone wants to get success but it’s difficult”  

A) It is no use crying over spilt milk.  

B) Every dog has its day.  

C) Nothing can be achieved without efforts.  

D) Look before you leap.  

E) Bad news travels fast.  

F) Better late than never.  

G) Out of sight out of mind.  

H) A friend in need is a friend indeed.  

29. The idiom “troubled waters” means 

A) happy days 

B) difficult situation 

C) growing crop 

D) good idea 

E) rainy weather 

F) sick person 

G) sad news 

H) unsolved problems 



30. The correct sentence(s)  

A) He was used playing chess.  

B) They were not use to go for a walk in the evening.  

C) Mary uses to work from morning till night.  

D) Did Mark use to cook tasty food?  

E) In childhood we didn’t use to play computer games.  

F) I don’t use translating the texts without the dictionary.  

G) Ann didn’t use working.  

H) We usually use to do morning exercises.  

31. The correct sentence(s)  

A) John is going celebrate his birthday.  

B) I am going to learn English.  

C) It is not going to snow.  

D) They are not go to play football.  

E) Are you going to work on the weekend?  

F) She is going sleeping.  

G) Am I going watching TV?  

H) The teacher is going check the hometask.  

32. Correct article(s) in the sentence 

… Baltic Sea is stormy in … winter.  

A) -/the 

B) A/- 

C) An/- 

D) The/- 

E) The/a 

F) The/an 

G) -/- 

H) A/a 

33. Gerund is used after the verb(s)  

A) love 

B) would like 

C) offer 

D) adore 

E) want 

F) refuse 

G) learn 

H) deny 



34. The correct sentence(s)  

A) There are pupils in the room.  

B) The boys are there in the gym.  

C) There are a girl at home.  

D) There is sofas near the coffee table.  

E) In the yard there are children.  

F) There is a bookcase and three tables in the study.  

G) There is a television in the living room.  

H) There are a book and a notebook on the table.  

35. Sentence(s) with Gerund 

A) Jewellery stolen by the robbers has never been found.  

B) My parents enjoy reading historical books.  

C) Broken glasses were around the room.  

D) He finished doing his homework and went out.  

E) I am looking after  children.  

F) This book is worth reading.  

G) Swimming is useful for health.  

H) I forget to shut the window.  

 

 ENGLISH TEST IS COMPLETED 

 


